Northeast Canyons and Seamounts Marine National Monument:
Impacts on Commercial Fishing

We are not aware of any substantiated commercial fishing losses resulting from designation of the Northeast
Canyons and Seamounts National Monument. 1 The monument’s deep and rugged canyon and seamount
areas were historically some of the least fished in the U.S. Atlantic and not unusually important for any
fishery. The six to eight red crab and lobster vessels active in the monument area have been provided a seven
year grace period. Because the monument does not affect catch limits or allocations, other types of fishing
effort, such as the small amount of trawling that occurred in the shallowest portion of the monument, have
likely been relocated to other areas. 2 The canyon and inter-canyon area in the original monument proposal
was also reduced by almost 60 percent to leave out the relatively more active trawling areas. Finally, it is
important to point out that the monument may ultimately enhance regional fisheries as protected areas
elsewhere have been shown to increase catch of species such as lobster in adjacent areas. 3
The monument’s effects on commercial fishing activities are limited to the following: 4

Lobster: According to one press account, only one lobster vessel fishes exclusively in the monument’s
canyons (and that vessel’s captain stated that he will retire within the seven year grace period). 5 Other
information indicates that approximately six lobster vessels use the monument area at least some of the
time. 6 These vessels may use other areas as well (the offshore lobster fishery is active in and around dozens
of other Atlantic canyons as well as other New England offshore waters). 7 To put these vessel numbers in
perspective, there are more than 3000 federal permitted lobster vessels overall (and more than 10,000 state
licensed vessels). 8

Red crab: One full-time vessel and one part-time vessel fish for red crab in and between the monument’s
three canyons. 9 Both vessels also fish in dozens of other canyons between Hudson Canyon and the U.S.Canada maritime border—and the fishery as a whole utilizes canyon and inter-canyon areas extending all
the way down to North Carolina. 10 The monument’s canyons are also located in the red crab fishery’s least
productive area with the vast majority of red crab landings from outside the monument area. 11
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Swordfish and tuna: Pelagic longlining primarily targeting swordfish and tuna occurred in the monument
area prior to designation. The monument area, however, constituted significantly less than one percent of
the total area actively fished and provided less than one percent of the fleet’s 2006-2012 average annual
revenues. 12 At the request of members of the fishery, the area between the canyons and seamounts was
excluded from the monument to provide a transit corridor along the continental shelf break.

Squid, butterfish, mackerel and whiting: The monument area is generally too deep and rugged for the
bottom trawls used in this fishery. Prior to designation, bottom trawling was prohibited in two of the three
canyons to protect deep sea corals, although some sporadic trawling still occurred in the shallowest margins
of the monument above the canyon heads. Importantly, the fisheries for these species are concentrated
elsewhere in the region: the monument area is estimated to have contributed less than one percent of total
catch for this fishery historically. 13

On the right is a map
showing fishing for squid
(the fishery’s most
commercially valuable
species) and butterfish in
the vicinity of the
monument in 2014. 14 The
map indicates one small
spot of fishing activity in
the monument (to the west
of Oceanographer Canyon).
The inset map of fishing
throughout the region
shows that most fishing
occurs in shallower areas
and areas to the west of the
monument (green, yellow,
orange, and red areas). The
map also shows an area
northeast of the monument
with more fishing activity.
This area was included in
the original monument
proposal but left out of the
final monument.
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